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On Valentine's Day or any day, everybody adores Mad Libsâ€”where you fill in the fun! Our insanely

popular, outrageously funny, best-selling series is spreading the love. With twenty-one stories

serving up a special blend of mixed-up Mad Libs amour!
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Haha my "significant other" and I really enjoy mad libs, especially for car rides, and this one was a

perfect gift for Valentine's Day! I like to be cheesey on cheesey holidays (I find it hilarious), so of

course I purchased "Mad Libs in Love" and it's been fun =)

Very cute. Used as Valentine's for a 4th grade class. The only tough part is that the listings for

words didn't match to the page is was printed to on the back. Made it odd but the kids still had fun

with it.

I wasn't expecting anything too exciting from a children's mad-libs book. I bought this for my

husband as a cute Valentine's gift and we've completed several of them together. We get a good

innocent laugh out of the stories. If you're up for something more romantic, they make other

mad-libs books that are more risquÃ©.



I bought this as a Valentine's day surprise for my love. We have had a blast picking this up at

random and doing a couple pages. We have definitely had some gut-busting laughter thanks to this

little book!

purchased for my boyfriend and I - He loved it for the most part, but I was hoping for some more

suggestive themes. The topics of the book are pretty average. Good length of stories, descriptions,

etc. I would recommend above comparable brands.

I was specifically looking for Mad Libs for Valentine's Day. It is a very good product that provides

many opportunities of laughter with assistance for younger children as they grasp more fully the

parts of speech. The more ridiculous the better.

Great stocking stuffer or anytime present. Might be a little cheesy but hey it's fun and inexpensive

and guarantees laughs

I got this along with another adult Mad Libs for my friend's bachelorette party for something fun to

do. For those of us that did these as a kid, it was as much fun doing the adult ones.
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